Editorial

Parking paralysis

‘An exercise in futility’ would perhaps best describe the ongoing determined attempt of the state traffic police to control and maintain proper parking rules and regulations in the city. The state traffic police, with no serious observation which is more an opinion than a qualified assessment is derived from the experiences, narrations and reactions from concerned public and bewildered motorists who have pointed out certain highlights to drive home the truth of the position.

The present efforts of the state authorities particularly the Imphal West Police to streamline parking methods as well as to regulate and prevent illegal parking so as to ensure minimal resistance to public traffic flow in and around the city is a much needed exercise in light of the steadily increasing vehicular traffic in the city. A sudden and unexpected traffic rush has been experienced in a rapid surge in the volume of traffic during the last decade which, while being a good indicator of increasing disposable income of the people in the state, has been proving to be a worsening problem as regulating traffic is becoming an increasingly challenging task. The challenge is only set to get even more difficult.

The most pertinent question then is how the existing resources in terms of manpower and available spaces be utilized to ease the increasingly worsening traffic woes in the state capital. The initiative of the state government to revive the state road transport corporation is laudable, but as of now, there are few takers which indicate an inherent flaw in the arrangement which tends to make the task of reviving the corporation impossible. The view, identity and expense. Lack of dedicated parking spaces for public transporters such as autorickshaws, wingers etc. around the periphery of the heart of the city, as well as the lack of a well planned parking system within the city public into the city has been a major stumbling block in the effort to regulate traffic in the heart of the city. The state run public transport system can be effectively used to provide the necessary service. Proper and highly visible demarcation of parking spaces along the roads within the heart of the city enforcing traffic rules and parking regulations- are the scores of questions vendors displaying their wares with the Thangal Bazaar stretch on both sides of the road depriving the public of the much needed parking spaces. Their number is rapidly increasing by the day due to the growing number of private vehicles which have an overwhelming impact on the designated parking spaces. Roadside vendors are also now spilling over the Poona Bazaar side as well. Another pertinent question which the authorities have so far failed to notice is the encroachment of pavements/footpaths by shops for displaying their wares forcing the public to walk on the road.

Unless all the factors contributing to traffic congestion are taken into consideration and an inclusive plan to take appropriate action is drawn up and put into action, no amount of patchy albeit spirited efforts in this process will bring the desired result.

WHENEVER YOU SEE CONSTRUCTION AND MINING EQUIPMENTS, JUST THINK OF US
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Government Press is the only state owned printing press in the North East, running with its own State Budget Head (30&150/06-11-1995) were installed which has helped the Press to meet the demand of various departments like the Legislature, Judiciary, Executive etc. for meeting the demand of various departments like the Legislature, Judiciary, Executive etc. for printing of records and gazettes etc.

The In-service training programme for various jobs. To superimpose with the rapid advancement of printing technology, Government Press has stepped up with the modernization and reorganization programme by procuring modern pre-press and post-press machinery and equipment. In this backdrop, the increasing demand of major challenges are revenue earning, management of establishment, right manpower qualification, the possible efficiency at the present, P&h value and scarce of modern equipments and the elevated location of the State Press building. The state Press was inevitable to maintain the rapid advancement of printing technology, as printing jobs are expanding very fast.
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The print was successfully carried out in 1992 & 1993 by printing the newspaper The Imphal Times with the Risograph machine and is now used for various jobs. To superimpose with the rapid advancement of printing technology, Government Press has stepped up with the modernization and reorganization programme by procuring modern pre-press and post-press machinery and equipment. In this backdrop, the increasing demand of major challenges are revenue earning, management of establishment, right manpower qualification, the possible efficiency at the present, P&h value and scarce of modern equipments and the elevated location of the State Press building. The state Press was inevitable to maintain the rapid advancement of printing technology, as printing jobs are expanding very fast.
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